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A b s t r a c t 
In this thesis, a new class of neural networks will be introduced. The center stage 
of this class of networks is the rotation quadratic function neural network (RQFN) 
which is a particular implementation of the quadratic function neuron (QFN). 
.Compar ing with traditional approaches, this class of networks has advantages of 
i) a modular structure that a RQFN is basically created from simple elements whose 
fan-in is one or two, ii) much, reduced fan-in and cross count, iii) no cross point -
amongst elements within a RQFN, iv) parameters of a RQFN directly describe the 
geometric information of the boundary formed by the RQFN, v) priori information 
can be incorporated into this class of networks. The economy of fan-in and the 
cross-count facilitates the mapping of models onto silicon. 
A new functional block named 2-dimensional rotation block (2DRB) whicli just 
performs a simple 2-dimensional rotation is first introduced. Then n-dimensional 
rotation block can be constructed from a number of 2DRBs. 
Second, a new modular type neural network "RQFN" which functions as QFN is 
introduced on the basis of 2DRBs. To extend the power of RQFN, two enhanced neu-
ral network models, namely many-class RQFN (MCRQFN) and generalized many-
class RQFN (GMCRQFN) whicli function as classifier are developed on the basis of 
RQFNs. Their learning algorithms are developed according to the conventional error 
backpropagation learning algorithm. Simulation results show that the performance 
of these models is comparable to that of conventional approaches. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In the past several decades, most information processing applications used the con-
ventional programmed computing approach. In this approach, an algorithm or a set 
of rules for solving a problem is first found and correctly coded in software. To solve 
the problem, the software runs on a traditional serial computer. Finding the algo-
rithm -or rule is very costly and time consuming. Moreover, the speed of this serial 
approach is ~Inited by VLSI technology. 
Neural Network (NN) is a ' kind of information processing systems. Other infor-
mation processing systems are .learning automata, simulated annealing systems and 
fuzzy learning systems. As NN's are developed according to the operation of the 
brain, there are a lot of massively interconnecting processing elements (PE). Each 
PE carries out a simple mathematical operation. The major advantage of using the 
NN approach is high speed due to its parallel operation. The second is its learning ca-
pability. Initially, a NN may not suit the task of a given application. During learning, 
the NN tries to suit the task as well as possible by adapting its internal parameters 
(weights). 
NNs was rooted and once drawn substantial attention in the 60's. One of the 
famous NN models is single layer perceptron [1] developed in 1959. Its limitations 
had been analyzed ,b~Minsky andPapert [2]. To overcome these limitations of single 
1 
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layer perceptron, the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) [3], also referred as multi- layer 
feedforward network, was proposed. But MLP was not used in the past because the 
relative learning algorithm was not available. This phenomenon changed when the 
generalized delta rule (GDR) r also called backpropagation, [4] was developed. 
Autocorrelators, also called Hopfield nets, were first introduced as a theoretical 
notion by Donald Hebb in 1943 [5] and first rigorously analyzed by Amari [6, 7]. Other 
researchers who studied the dynamics of autocorrelators include Little [8]，Little and 
Shaw [9], and later, Hopfield [10]. 
According to the concept of adaptive resonance theory introduced by Grossberg 
[11]，Carpenter and Grossberg introduced ART1 and ART2 models [12, 13] in last 
decades. By considering order of each PE, Kohonen introduced Feature Map models 
in 1984 [14]. To enhance the performance of NNs, several researchers proposed the 
use of high-order interconnections, also referred as functional link nets [4, 15, 16]. 
To sum up, NNs have become a rapidly growing area of Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
and the number of scientists working in this area has increased steadily in last two 
decades. 
Since there are a lot of massively interconnecting PEs in a NN, large fan-in and 
cross-count are the problems of implementation. These two problems pose a challenge 
to NN designers who try to map NNs onto silicon. 
In this thesis we apply coordinate transformations (translation and rotation trans-
formations ) t o creating a new NN model which functions as quadratic function neu-
ron (QFN) [17] and is named as rotation quadratic function neural network (RQFN). 
There are a lot of simple elements which operate simple coordinate transformations 
in a RQFN and the inter-element cross-count in a RQFN is zero (i.e. there is no 
cross-connection in a RQFN). The feature of RQFN is that its fan-in is substantially 
less than that of QFN. Hence, the cross-count ( or cross-count of connections ) of a 
NN can be minimized when the NN is created from RQFNs. Also, the function of 
each RQFN can be easily described from geometric sense. To extend the power of 
2 
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RQFN, two new NN models which function as classifier are developed. The corre-
sponding learning algorithms for these two models are introduced according to the 
conventional error baekpropagation learning algorithm [4]. Simulation results show 
that the performance of these models is similar to that of conventional approaches. 
With the introduction of NN provided by this chapter, the reader is probably 
in a better position to appreciate the contents of this thesis. Chapter 2 provides a 
review of rotation transformations and discusses the methods of implementing high 
dimensional rotations based on 2-dimensional rotations. On the basis of 2-dimensional 
rotations, RQFN is introduced in chapter 3. In chapter 4，the two new NN models 
which function as classifier are developed based on RQFNs and their corresponding 
learning algorithms are presented. Lastly, brief conclusion is provided in chapter 5. 
1.1 Definit ion of Neural Networks 
The first question, of course, is: What is Neural Network ？ Hecht-Nielsen [18] gives 
the following as a general, yet rigorous, definition: 
VA neural network (NN) is a parallel, distributed information processing struc-
ture consisting of •processing elements ( which can possess a local memory and carry 
out localized information processing operations ) interconnected together with unidi-
rectional signal channels called connections. Each processing element has a single 
output connection which branches ("fan out，，) into as many collateral connections as 
desired (each carrying the same signal-the processing element output signal). The 
processing element output signal can be of any mathematical type desired. All of the 
processing that goes on within each processing element must be completely local;Le., 
it must depend only upon the current values of input signal arriving at the processing 
element via impinging connections and upon values stored in the processing element's 
local memory.，， 
On the basis of above definition, a NN consists of a set of connecting PEs. Each 
: � 、 ： , . . . . : ： .. . 、 ： 3 . . 
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P E carries out a function of mapping from input, received from other PEs or external 
input, to output. The function of mapping defines the characteristics of PE. The 
pattern of connectivity among PEs defines the net topology. The rule which finds out 
the internal parameters of the function of mapping is called the learning rule. By the 
way，NN models are mainly specified by the net topologies, PE characteristics (neuron 
characteristics) and learning rules. The model of a NN is generally implemented on a 
digital parallel computer or a special piece of hardware to provide automatic process 
without human intervention. 
1.2 Processing Elements ( Neurons ) and Activa-
t ion Functions 
Processing elements (PEs), also called neurons or nodes, are basic components of 
NNs. Most computations are carried out by them. A general PE is shown in Figure 
1.1. The input signals come from either external inputs or outputs of other PEs and 
form an input vector A ==(丄，化，幻,.• •，fln), where a{ is the output value of the i th 
PE or external input. The j th PE first carries out a function mapping net{A, W'-rOj) 
to get a scalar value net] which is called the net or netinput of the j th PE. W- is a 
vector formed by all internal parameters of the j th PE and oj is the current output 
value of the j th PE. The value netj is then passed through a function f{netj) called 
activation function to produce the new output of this PE. Mostly, linear (quasi) 
function neurons are used. The netj in a linear function neuron is a weighted sum of 
inputs and is defined as 
n 
netj 二 + tyoj (1.1) 
»=i 
In eq(l. l) , w{j is the interconnection weight from the i th PE to the j th PE and the 
term woj associated with input is called threshold or bias. The collection of weights 
and threshold form a vector Wj =(切oj’ 忉ij, •..，购j，. • •，忉nj). In matrix notation, 
. . . 4 
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eq(l . l) can be reformulated as 
netl= AWt (1.2) 
Hence, the overall operation carried out by a PE is defined as 
o ^ f i n e i j ) (1-3) 
where neti is defined by eq(l.l) or eq(1.2)‘ 
3 ] 
a3___J^netj - net(A;0;Oj) Oj二 nnet�) • 
an 
Figure 1.1 Topology of a Processing Element. 
The activation function / , also called squashing function or threshold function, 
maps netinput to a prespecified range. Four common activation functions shown in 
Figure 1.2 are the linear, ramp, step, sigmoid functions. The linear function shown 
in Figure 1.2(a) is defined as 
f(x) = ax (1.4) 
where a , being a real constant, is the magnification factor of netinput of processing 
elements. Due to the limitation of linear operation, few models use this type of 
activation function. 
,‘• .... 5 . . • 
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When the output of the linear function is bounded to the range [-A:, k], eq(1.4) 
becomes the nonlinear ramp activation function shown in in Figure 1.2(b) and is 
defined as 
+¾ if x > k 
f{x) = < x if | |< A: (1.5) 
—k ii x <k 
where k, begin a positive constant, is called saturation level and k(—k) is the maxi-
mum(minimum) output value of PE. 
When the output of PE is restricted to two discrete values { 7 , which most 
often are binary, the step^function shown in Figure 1 . 2 ( c ) is used, where 7 and ^ 
are positive constants； When the netinput is greater than zero, the output is 7 . 
Otherwise, the output is 一 8 . The step function is mathematically defined as 
I 7 if x > 0 , “ � -
= (1.6) 
I —b otherwise 
Mostly, { 7 ， - 8 } is {1,0} or {1，-1}. 
Lastly, the most common activation function is the sigmoid function shown in 
Figure 1.2(d). It is a bounded, monotonic, non-decreasing function which provides a . 
graded, nonlinear operation. There are two common sigmoid functions. One is the 
logistic function whose output value are bounded from 0 to 1. 
> ) = 点 （L7) 
Another is the hyperbolic tangent whose output value are bounded from -1 to 1. 
f(x) = tanh(x) (1.8) 
、 . . . . . . 6 
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FFffl � (b) 
� 
(G) (D) 1 
‘ 雷 • 
Figure 1.2 Four common activation functions. 
1.3 Topology 
NN topologies are formed by organizing PEs into layers (fields ) and linking them with 
weighted interconnections. Each layer is a collection of PEs with same characteristics. 
The PEs in same layer receive the input signals from same source layers and distribute 
signals to same destination layers. Generally, there are three types of layers used in 
NNs. A layer which receives input signals from external environment is called input 
layer and the PEs in this layer are called input nodes which are used to hold the 
external input signals and emit them to upper layer. A layer which emits signals to 
external environment is called output layer and^he PEs in this layer are called output 
nodes. A layer which has no direct contact with the environment is called hidden layer. 
Hence, a hidden layer lies between input layer and output layer. Similarly, the PEs 
in hidden layers are called hidden nodes. 
Also, three types of interconnections are usually used in NNs. They are lateral, 
recurrent and inter—layer connections. The lateral connections are the connections 
.'.... : 7 . • 
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between the PEs in the same layer. The recurrent connections are the connections 
wHich loop back to the same PE. The inter-layer connections are the connections 
between the PEs in different layers. 
Figure 1.3 Topology of a two-layer feedforward network. 
( q ) • • • @ • # # ( ¾ 
• • 令 • • ） ^ ) 
Figure 1.4 Topology of a three-layer feedforward network. 
According to these three types of connections, the topologies can be basically 
classified into three classes. They are lateral feedback, feedforward, and layer feedback 
8 
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models. Figures 1.3 to 1.6 illustrate three common NN topologies. The arrows in the 
figures denote the direction of signals flow in NN models. The models, shown in 
Figure 1.3 and 1.4 ; are feedforward type. In these topologies, the signals are only 
allowed to flow amongst PEs in one direction. There is a one-layer lateral feedback 
network in Figure 1.5. In this model, each PE is connected to the PEs in the same 
layer. Lastly, a two-layer feedback model is illustrated in Figure 1.6. Note that in 
above feedback model, the signals flow amongst PEs in bidirection. It means that 
there are two connections, each with opposite direction, between two connected PEs. 
麥 • Z 夢 • J勢 
Figure 1,5 Topology of a one-layer lateral feedback network. 
議 
Figure 1.6 Topology of a two-layer feedback network. 
1.4 Cross—count 
Since there are a lot of massively interconnecting PEs in a NN, large cross-count 
is a feature of NN. It causes the problems of implementation: such as routing and 
: . : . . 、 . ： . . 9 
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signal cross-talk. From the Figure 1.3 to 1.6, it is observed that there are a lot of 
cross-points in NNs. When two distinct connections cross together, a cross-point is 
produced. The total number of cross-point in the network is defined as cross-count. 
Cross-count of a connection is defined as the number of other connections which cross 
with it. Cross-count of two adjacent layers is defined as the number of cross points 
between these two layers. By observing Figure 1.3，the cross-count of two adjacent 
layer is equal or greater than nxp for n > 2 and p > 2 where n and p is the number 
of nodes in the lower layer and the upper layer, respectively. 
1.5 Learning Rules 
Learning rules are defined as the process which modifies the internal parameters 
of PEs sucli that NN can suit the task of application as well as possible. Generally, 
learning rules can be classified into three categories, supervised learning, unsupervised 
learning, and Hebbian learning [5], 
IN supervised learning, a NN is presented with a set of input patterns with desired 
output. The NN compares its output to the desired output and adapts itself according 
to the learning rules. Delta rule is one of the common supervised learning procedures. 
It adjusts the connection weights in proportion to the difference between the teaching 
and output value of each PE in the output layer. For a two-layer feedforward network 
shown in Figure 1.3, if the desired output value of the j th output node is tj and its 
corresponding output value is bj, then the weights are updated according to the 
following rule 
Wij = Wij aai(tj — Oj) (U) 
In eq(1.9), at- is the output value of i th P E in input layer, wy is the interconnection 
weight from the i th PE in input layer to the j ^ PE in output layer and a is the 
learning rate typically in the range of (0,1). The disadvantage of this rule is that it 
only suits for two—layer case and cannot be applied to multilayer case since the desired 
10 
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output of a hidden node is unknown. The backpropagation [4] is a learning rule 
for multilayer feedforward networks in which the weights are adjusted by backward 
propagation of error signals from output layer to input layer. 
In unsupervised learning, a NN is presented with a set of input patterns. The 
NN adapts itself based on the statistical associations in the input patterns. Hence, 
it can discover the coUective properties of input patterns. Competitive learning [19] 
is one of unsupervised learning schemes. In competitive learning, each PE competes 
with each other for the right to respond to a given subset of inputs. When a PE 
responds to an input pattern, it tends to inhibit other PEs. After learning, PEs 
become feature detectors. Other famous unsupervised learning scheme are frequency-
sensitive competitive learning (FSCL) [20], feature map learning algorithm [14], etc. 
In Hebbian learning which are usually used in associative memory, the interconnect 
weights are set according to the correlation of the training patterns. One of examples 
is Hopfield net which is a single-layer, symmetric；nonlinear, autoassociative, nearest-
neighbor pattern encoder that stores binary/bipolar spatial pattern 二 . • •, a J , 
A; = 1,2,…，m, using Hebbian learning. It learns offline1，operates in discrete time, 
and has shown in Figure 1.5, where the a? is the input of the i th PE. The encoding 
equation based on Hebbian learning is 
, 二 (1.10) 
k=i 
for all i and j = 1，...，n, where w{j is the symmetric connection weight ( wiy 二 w") 
from the i th PE to the j th ?E. 
1.6 Categori tes of Neura l Networks 
Basically, NNs can perform three different applications. For different application, 
different type of NN models is used. 
~ l O f f l i n e means that the connection weights are predetermined by a encoding algorithm. 
11 
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• First, they can classify objects of interest into one of categories or classes. The 
objects of interest are traditionally called patterns and may be printed letters 
or characters, biological cells, electronic waveforms or signals, ”states” of a 
system or any number of other things which one may desire to classify. In this 
application, there exists a set of training patterns and the individual closes of 
them are already known. We want the NN which has been trained according to 
the training patterns by supervised learning to identify the class of new input 
patterns which are usually corrupted with noise. 
# Second, NNs can function as a content-addressable memory (CAM) or asso-
ciative mfemory in which some pattern exemplars are stored in the connection 
weights of NNs. When only part of an input pattern or noise version is given, 
NNS hopefully recall the closest exemplar. 
• The third application of NNs is to find clusters of training patterns with similar 
properties just according to the training patterns. In this application, NNs 
vector-quantize [21] or cluster [22, 23] the ii： input patterns into M clusters. 
Sometimes even the properties and the number of cluster M are undefined. 
12 
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C h a p t e r 2 
R o t a t i o n T r a n s f o r m 
In this chapter, the basic 2-dimensional rotation is first reviewed in section 2.1. ：； 
Extension of high dimensional cases are provided in section 2.2. Finally, hardware 
implementation of such rotation transformations are discussed in section 2.3. 
2.1 2-Dimensional Rota t ions 
In many problems a rectangular xy-coordinate system is given and a new x'y'-
coordinate system is obtained by rotating the xy-system clockwise about the origin 
through an angle Q. When this is done, each point Q, shown in Figure 2.1, in the 
xy-plane has two sets of coordinates: coordinates (xq,yq) relative to the 邛 - s y s t e m 
and coordinates (x^t/J) relative to the x'y'-system. 
.. •  • ,； \ • • .+•. . .. • • • '. r " • .... . . , .. ‘ •‘ . • . 
.: • /. . • • ： - • / • •  V. • "� ‘' • r' ‘  .' . , , ‘' • •. .•；• .：- , “ 
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' x i .... 
V ^^ / 
/ V U x ' 
；广 v Q{(Xq，yq) / 
/ A l ( X q , y q ) 广 
A : : ；：：：;；；；. . 
Figure 2.1 
By introducing unit vectors ux and uy along the positive x and y axes arid unit 
vectors and uy, along the positive a/ and y' axes，this rotation, shown in Figure 
2.1 can be regarded as a change from an old basis B = {uxruy} to a new basis 
B' 二 {〜'，〜}. Thus, the new coordinates and the old coordinates (xq,yq) of 
a point Q are related by 
^ f \ ( x \ 
「二 r 0 V (2.1) 
人 ^ / \ yq) 
where T / , being a 2-dimensional rotation matrix, is defined as 
^ cos 0 — sin^ \ / n o V 
Te = (2*2) 
y sin 0 cos0 j 
For example, if the axes are rotated 9 = - f , then eq(2.1) becomes 
I ( i i \ / x Y 
1 二 72 72 xq 
A K J ( 72 J \ ^ / 
iMathematically, is the transition from B to B' and T^"1 is the transition from B' to B. 
14 
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Thus, if the old coordinates of a point Q are (0^ ，2/9)二(2’一1), then 
“ )[-72 72 J V “1 / V—彔厂 
so the new coordinates of Q are {x'q,y'q) — ( • ， • 
2.2 High Dimensional Rota t ions 
Up to now the discussion of "rotations" has been limited to rotations of a plane {xy-
coordinate system) about a fixed point (origin). There also exist rotations of high 
dimensional space; the earth, for example ( a 3-dimensional object )，is said to rotate 
about its axis, the "axis” being an imaginary line through the North and South Poles. 
Note that for each type of rotation the set of fixed points (a single point in a plane, 
an axis in 3-dimensional space) has dimension exactly 2 less than that of the space 
being rotated. This suggests that a "rotation in the n-dimensional linear Euclidean 
space ought to be，in some sense, a rotation "about" an (n — 2)-flat. A flat is 
( n 一 2)-subspace of all points in which are not changed by the rotation and is 
called the axis of the rotation. The details of definition of flat will not be discussed 
in depth here and can be found in the books [24, 25]. 
Hence, a basic rotation matrix T* in is defined as 
T ^ f T Q 2 'n-2 ] (2.3) 
where T, being a 2 by 2 matrix, is defined by eq(2.2) and /n_2 is a (n _ 2) by 
(n 一 2) identity matrix. In eq(2.3)，the rotation is operated on the first and second 
dimensions. In the general case, a basic rotation matrix Titj operating on the ith and 
: , . . : 、 . . . , .._ 15 . 
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ji/i dimensions, where i < j, is defined as 
t • . ’ . , 
cos6iJ if / 二 m = i 
cos $ij if I ==m 二 j 
一 sin 9ij if Z = i and m = i (2.4) 
Um = \ mt. . , 
sin Si j if / = ； and 771 = ¾ 
1 if / 二 m # i, j 
0 otherwise 
where tlm is the element in the / t/, row a . d m tA colunm of Note that a basic 
rotation matrix just operates on a plane formed by the two corresponding dimensions 
and the coordinates of the remaining dimensions are not changed. 
. B a s i c rotation matrices, each of which operates on different plane, can be mul-
tiplied together to represent a general rotation about the corresponding axis. For 
e x a m p l e , when the dimension is n, the number of diiferent basic rotation matrices is 






Although matrix multiplications do not comrmte, different orders of T ^ in such 
^Itiplications are possible. To keep the overall rotation 5 unchanged, W angles 
eith for all i < j’ should be modified when the order of performing rotations has 
: : c h a n g e d . For example, when n = 3 , � = ^ - - f and ^,3 = - Setting 
丑 = = T \ ， 2 7 2 , 3 ^ , 3 , we obtain 
( o - l o Y f i o o y - 1 � � ^ [ 0 0 : � 
R = 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 二 -1 0 0 
� o 0 1 J \ o - 1 0 / ( 0 0 一 1 J V 0 - 1 ° ' 
If the order are set to T2,3 ^1,2^1,3, then 
/ 1 0 0 V ( o - 1 o V [ - 1 0 0 � 
^ , 3 ¾ ¾ = 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 
: 0 - r 0 J � 0 0 1 j V 0 0 - 1 J 
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7 0 - 1 0 � 
= o o - i ^ R 
0 0 J 
With suitable changes in the angles, i.e. when ^2,3 and ^1,3 are changed to 
0[ 2 == 0，^2,3 - - 1 a n d = 一 2 respectively, then 巧’3 7\',2 2\'’3 is 
/ 1 0 0 \ / 1 0 0 VY 0 0 l \ f 0 0 1 � 
巧 ， = 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 = — 1 0 0 口& 
� 0 一1 0 八 0 0 1 / V""1 0 0 / V 0 - 1 0 J 
Now, T^3Tl2T[3 becomes equal to R. • 
Without loss of generalization each angle 0^ and basic rotation matrix Tid can be 
relabelled as 9k and Tk respectively, where fc 二 1 to C2n. Therefore, a general rotation 




where Tk is a basic rotation matrix which operate on one of pairs of dimensions and 
9k is the corresponding rotation angle. 
2.3 Hardware Implementa t ion 
As mentioned above, a general rotation can be constructed from a series of basic 
rotations ( a series of 2-dimensional plane-wise rotations )• Each basic rotation 
operates on a pair of dimensions and the coordinates of the remaining dimensions 
do not change, If a basic rotation can be implemented in hardware by a simple 
function block, called a 2-dimensional rotation block (2DRB) which carries out a 
simple 2-dimensional rotation，a high dimensional rotation can then be implemented 
in hardware by a set of 2DRBs, each of which operates on a pair of dimensions. 
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2.3.1 2 -Dimens ional Rotat ion Block ( 2 D R B ) 
A 2DRB, sl1own in Figure 2.2, carries out a basic 2 - 咖 1 defined a, 
f ^ \ - f C O S 0 - s i n < 9 \ ( \ (2.7) 
V 2/2 j "“ \ sin0 cos6> / V^ / 
— a n d 糾 i = l o r 2, are inputs and outputs respectively Note that the 
order of output is reversed in Figure 2.2, so that a high dimensional rotation can 
be implemented without inter-block cross-points. In the foUowing, we propose three 
methods to implement 2DRB: 
x r ^ T 1^2 1 2DRB � 
Figure 2.2 A 2DRB. 
, , . , „ p：^,^ o 3 There is two linear neurons with, their The first method is shown m ingure z.6.丄 neie 
interconnection weigMs in Figure 2.3. The two neurons have a linear activation 
function ^ produce output and which axe weighted sun, of inputs x, a . d x , 
Figure 2.3 Convention approach of 2DRB. 
Based on Cl 咖 ical co 脈 - — i o n systems 例 ， 加 2 D I I B can be implemented in 
two different ways. The first is shown in Figure 2.4. The input signals (x2) is first 
W u l a t e d by phase-shift carriers cos M " - ^)) and then added together 
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to produce the composite signal c(t). 
C(t) .= 0^008(0^-^) + 3:2 8111(0^-0) 
=(a； ! cos 9 - x2 sin 0) cos (ut) + (^1 cos d x 2 sin 0) sin (tot) (2.8) 
The output signals T/i {y2) can be obtained by demodulating c(t) with cos (ut) (sin (W)) 
and then passing through low pass filters (LPF). The rotation angle 6> (phase shift) 
can be implemented by a RC phase-shift network. 
cos(cot - 6) sin(cot) 
(i)— 
sin(col- 0) cos(cot) 
Figure 2.4 Hardware implementation of 2DRB by AM modulation techniques. 
cos(cot - 6) 
A h • � m a t c h to sin(cot) 
t^ I h'(t) |—^― y2 
J ^ � 
x 2 W x r ^ 爾 — — x — — y i 
V ^ — — 1 sample at t = tp 
A h � m a t c h to cos(cot) ^ r 
sin(cot - 9) 
Figure 2.5 
Hardware implementation of 2DRB by matched filter techniques. 
Another method, shown in Figure 2.5, is to use matched filters or correlators. In 
this approach, the signals are first multiplied by phase-shift carriers, which is defined 
in time [0,^], to produce the composite signal. The output signals can be obtained 
by sampling the output of the matched filters in time tp. 
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2 3-2 High Dimensional Rotat ion Block 
Further we can directly implement a high dimensional rotation by a two-layer feed-
forward network，the same way 助 the 2DRB is done. It is shown in Figure 2.6. But 
this approach has disadvantages. First, there are so many constraints among the 
interconnection weights, the learning rule will become very complicated when this 
block is used in NNs. The constraints are 
= 1 (2.9) 
i=i 
全购陶二 0 ( 2 . 1 0 ) 
»=i 
for j ^ where w{j is the connection weight from the i th input node to the j th 
output node. Second, this method lacks a modular architecture since high dimensional 
rotation block is not created from simple modules. Lastly, in Figure 2.5 there are many 
cross-connections and a connection is cross with many other connections. Hence, it 
is not feasible to use this approach. 
yi y j y n 
Figure 2.6. n-dimensional rotation block implemented by a two-layer network. 
As mentioned in section 2.2, a high dimensional rotation could be accomplished 
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from a series of basic rotations. We used enhanced method to implement the high di-
mensionai rotation block. It is implemented by a number of 2DRBs. If the dimension 
is n, the number of 2DRBs is CJ, Now the problem is how to interconnect these C2n 
2 D R B S . By selecting the angles, the order of performing these basic rotations can be 
changed.2 Hence, there are a number of architectures for high dimensional rotation 
blocks. Different architecture has different interconnection schedule. We explored 
two architectures. One method, called T Y P ^ l , is shown in Figures 2.7 and 2.8 for 
even and odd dimensions respectively. Similar structures can be obtained in ca^e of 
higher dimensions. The number of 2DRBs in a layer is ^ when n is odd. f and 
( I _ 1) are the number of 2DRBs in an odd layer and even layer respectively. � 
This architecture has the following advantages. There is no cross-connection 
among the 2DRBs and the number of layer equals n. But the delay which is n Tdelay 
will be introduced if the delay of a 2DRB is Tdeiay 
X x - H — 一 丫4 
2DRB 2DRB _ _ _ 
2DRB _ _ 2DRB 
X3— i—H Hn r ^ y i 
2DRB 2DRB 
x 4 ~ 4 _ J H 一 h 
Figure 2.7. TYPE-1 Architecture of a 4-dimensional rotation block 
——h——H———~1 
1 2DRB 2DRB 2DRB 
->i H y^r—H 
L 2DRB 2DRB 
x u^l ~ - > H _ - H h^Ys 
3 2DRB 2DRB 2DRB 
x 4 - 4 _ J - - h — H H H — 
2DRB 2DRB 
x5 h - h — J - ^ yi 
Figure 2.8 TYPE-1 Architecture of a 5-dimensional rotation block. 
2In our application, the angles are found by the learning rule so the method to find the angles in 
different orders of basic rotations is not necessary. 
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Another architecture, called TYPE-2, is shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10. The idea 
of this architecture is based on sequentially aligning the axes. We can think that 
the blocks labeled by ex is used to align the first axis, the blocks labelled by e2 is 
used to align the second axis, and so on. Lastly, the block labelled by is used 
to align the n 一 1 th axis. According to the orthnormal property among the axes, 
the n 认 axis is automatically aligned. Also, there is no inter-block cross-connection 
but the number of layer increases to 2n - 3 Tdeiay.3 Another feature is that we can 
easily find the rotation angles in each block by the above aligning procedure when 
a general rotation matrix is given. Moreover, TYPE-2 is a recursive architecture. 
By comparing Figure 2.9 with Figure 2.10，we can see that an (n + l)-dimensional 
rotation block can be created by an n-dimensional rotation block and n 2DRBs. 
According to this characteristic, the minimal modification is needed when one more 
dimension is added after the system have been built up. Since the delay of TYPE-2 is 
greater than that of TYPE-1, we only used the TYPE-1 architecture for our neural 
network model. 
XX >1—"•“ : >1 � 
e i 
X 2 _ — >\ >4 t—H ~ — 
e i ^ 
X3— u ^ ~ M _ _ H ~ ^ 2 
Qi e2 e3 
X4—H H — H J ^ y i 
Figure 2.9 TYPE-2 Architecture of a 4-dimensional rotation block. 
3Firstly, the blocks labelled by ex introduce n 一 1 Tdelay delay. The blocks labelled by e,-, for 
i = 2 , � . . , n — 1’ introduce one more Tdeiay delay. Then total delay is 2n - 3 Tdeiay 
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x i — l U d ^ i t r t — 今、 
X2— J ^ n p ^ ^ i r T i — > y 3 
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X 5 J 
； . ； n f a 5-dimensional rotation block. 
. ； p n t i n e high dimensional rotation usmg 
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C h a p t e r 3 
R o t a t i o n Q a u d r a t i c F u n c t i o n 
N e u r a l N e t w o r k ( R Q F N ) 
As mentioned in section 1.2，linear (quasi) function neurons in which the netinput 
is linear weighted sum of inputs are used in most neural network models. However, 
it is unreasonable to restrict ourselves from using linear function neurons. Many 
researchers [4，15, 16] have shown that using high order function neurons in which 
the netinput is a nonlinear function of inputs gives a better performance than using 
linear ones. When the value of inputs is in continuous forms, the quadratic function 
neurons (QFNs) provide a capability for prototypic categorization which linear neuron 
provide for binary feature [17]. 
In this chapter, a new NN model which functions as quadratic function neurons 
is presented. It is named as rotation quadratic function neural network (RQFN) is 
presented since the majority of it is 2DRBs. Based on this architecture, the RQFN, 
even different input dimensions can be created from simple standard elements whose 
f a n - i n is one or two and the fan-in of this type of NN just equals to the number of 
input features. Moreover, new learning rules for this new/architecture are deduced 
here according to the generalization delta rule [4]. 
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3.1 Classical Quadra t ic Funct ion Neurons (QFN) 
In most pattern recognition problems, each pattern is represented by a feature vector. 
Each element of this vector is called a feature of the pattern. The value of features 
is in either continuous or binary form. When the value of features is in binary form, 
linear neurons provide a capability for prototypic categorization [17]. The reason 
is that the netmput 二 1：?=1购巧 + ^ n + i of a l i n e a r neuron can b e interpreted 拟 
the hamming distance between the weight vector w = {wu . • •, and the 
pattern vector x = (a；!,... 1)T when both weight vector zl; and pattern vector are 
in binary form. The weight vector w can be considered as a prototypic vector. 
In general case such as speech and i m a g e applications, Gontinuously valued features 
are used. Without loss of generalization, patterns which belong to the same class will 
form clusters in the feature space when values of feature are continuous. As mentioned 
by Dennis [17], quadratic function neurons (QFN) are more suitable for prototypic 
categorization than linear ones when continuously valued features are used. Since 
the netinput of a QFN is a second order polynomial of input features, it can be 
interpreted as the M a l l i a l a n o b i s distance between the input and the prototype. 
For a classical QFN, the netinput is a second order polynomial of input features 
( a weighted ^ m of all square, cross and linear terms) so QFN can form a quadratic 
boundary in feature space from the geometric point of view. In two-dimensional 
case, the shape of the boundary may be any circles, lines, hyperbolas, parabolas or 
ellipses. Extended to high dimension, the boundaries are hyper spheres, hyperplanes, 
e l l ipso ids , .…As QFNs can form more complex boundaries comparing with linear 
ones1，the QFNs can capture clusters in the problem of classification efficiently. 
Suppose that the patterns shown in Figure 3.1 form a cluster in feature space, then 
only one QFN which can form a quadratic boundary can capture the cluster efficiently. 
Although we can used a number of Unear neurons to approximate the quadratic 
boundaxy, good approximation requires large number of linear neurons. Also, this 
iThe decision boundary of linear function neurons is a hyperplane in feature space. 
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approximation does not possess attributes of the quadratic boundary. The attributes 
shown in Figure 3.1 are the centroid, orientation and extent of the boundary. These 
attributes describe the complete geometric information of a quadratic boundary. 
A X2 
/ y^Q 7 o / / c e n t r ° i d : ( 皿 邮 / / orientation:f� 
m 2 / / O Q H ^ O Q ^ ^ extent :(V1,V2) 
/ / n / The boundary 
O , � / formed by QFN 
[ O ^ O ^ ^ O — pattern 
/
 9 丨 — > 
mi Xi 
Figure 3.1 Cluster formed by patterns ,0， 
and the boundary formed by a QFN. 
To implement QFN, the simplest method, which is shown in Figure 3.2, is to feed 
all squared, linear and cross terms into a linear function neuron. However, one of the 
problems of this method is that the fan—in of the linear function neuron is very large 
even for moderate n where n is the number of input features. Table 3.1 summarizes 
fan-in for different number of input features. Large fan-in will also cause huge cross-
count between the input layer and the second layer in a NN when QFNs are used in 
the second layer of the NN. By the definition given in section 1.4, the cross-count 
between input and second layer is greater than M(2n + C2n) when QFNs are used 
in second layer, where M is the number of QFNs in second layer. Consequently, 
this simplest method is not suitable for hardware implementation. Moreover, the 
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interconnection weights of the QFN shown in Figure 3.2 do not directly describe the 
geometric information of the decision boundary formed by the QFN such as center, 
orientation and extent. 
X � . ; � . r 
Figure 3.2 Architecture of a classical QFN. 




- 100 5150 
n Q + 2n 
Table 3.1 Fan-in of a QFN for different number of input features. 
3 . 2 R o t a t i o n Quadra t ic Function Neura l Network 
To understand the architecture of RQFN, it is useful to begin with an introduction 
of basic linear algebra. For a two variables {a;i, a;2} second order polynomial, it is 
written as follows: 
WXx\ + W2x\ + W3XiX2 + ^4^1 + ws^2 + ^6 ( 3 . 1 ) 
where Wi are coefficients of the polynomial. By applying a suitable translation trans-
formation, the expression (3.1) can be rewritten as follows: 
61^ + 62^ 2 + ^ 1 ^ 2 + ¾ (3 .2) 
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The translation transformation between x{ and 乂 are defined as: 
( Z l \ = ( ^ 1 " 7 7 1 1 ] (3.3) 
\ z2 ) \x2-m2 j 
where mi are the corresponding translation parameters. The relationship among b“ 
mi and W{ is 
W\ = b\ 
W2 = b2 
w3 = b3 
W4 二 - 2 ¾ mi — bsm2 
w5 = —2b2m2 — b3m! 
w6 = bxml -f b2ml + b3m1m2 + b4 (3-4) 
The expression (3.2) is called quadratic form in which the terms are squares of 
variables or products of two variables. From the basic knowledge of linear algebra, 
the expression (3.3) can be further transformed into a diagonal quadratic form, shown 
below, by applying a suitable rotation transformation. 
aiy\ + a2y22 + a3 (3'5) 
The rotation transformation between z{ and yi is defined as follows: 
( \ ( , \ 
仍 二 T & (3.6) 
/ v ^ ) 
where T is the two-dimensional rotation matrix and defined as follows: 
�cosO 一 sin 汐、 /Q 7 � 
r 二 
^ sin 0 cos 9 J 
where is the clockwise rotation angle of z � z 2 plane in geometric sense. The rela-
tionship among b“ at- and 9 is 
• 1 • - . . • • , . . . . • 
bi == ai cos2 6 + a2 sin2 9 
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h = = � s i n 2 9 -\-a2 cos2 9 
b3 二（〜—^l) sin 20 
b4 = a3 (3.8) 
To sum up, any two variables second order polynomial can be formulated as 
expression (3.5) by applying a series of transformation upon which second order 
polynomial can be described by m l 7 m 2 j 0, % a2 and a3 instead of 购 ， 奶 , 购 ， 购 ’ 
鄉 and 鄉.By substituting eq(3.4) into eq(3.8)，the relationship among the two set 
parameters is 
Wi = fli cos 0 + a2 sin 9 
- w2 = sin2 9 -\-a2 cos2 0 
w3 二 (a2 — ajsingl 
WA = - 2 m i ( a i cos2 9-{-a2 sin2 9) - (a2 - m2 sin 29 
_ 切5 二 - 2 7722(^ sin2 十 幻 ^ ^ … - 爪 ^ 勿 一 化 ) s i n 2" 
W6 二 mKcti cos2 0 + a2 sin2 9) 
-\-mliax sin2 6 a 2 cos2 9) 
+ m i m2 (a2 - sin 26 + a 3 (
3. 9) 
In QFN, the output is defined as follows: 
output = f(netinput) (3.10) 
where f is the activation function and the netinput, being a second order polynomial, 
is 
netinput = Wxxl + w2x\ + ^ 3 ^ 1 ^ 2 + ^ 4 ^ 1 + 奶工2 + 忉 6 
where ^ is the i th input f e a t u r e ^ 1,2, and 二 1,. • •，6 the intercoimectkm 
weights. Applying the above results, the netinput c^n be expressed follows: 
netinput = axy\ + a2y] + a3 (3.11) 
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where a 3 can be interpreted as the bias. 
Based on the above, a 2-input RQFN shown in Figure 3.3 is proposed. The 
RQFN fundamentally contains four parts. The first part is translation elements which 
deduce m-f rom 而.The second one is the rotation part which performs the rotation 
transformation. The third part is the square elements which only carry out the 
squaring operation. Lastly, a linear neuron is used in the output part. It can be 
observed that the function of 2-input RQFNs is identical to that of 2-input QFN. 
An RQFN is described by the parameters m1? m2, 9, au a2, a3 and the activation 
function f , 
1 
X 2DRB y i 
0 Linear Neuron Translation Square 
Elements Elements 
Figure 3.3 Architecture of a two-dimensional RQFN. 
Extended to high dimensional case, the netinput of a n-dimensional QFN can be 
rewritten as 
n 
neiinpwt = E + 知+1 (3.12) 
i==i 
where n is the number of input, a n + i is the bias and ^ are defined as: 
/ \ ( \ 
2/1 I x i — m i 
奶 二 g 二 R X 2 " m 2 (3.13) 
� y n ) \ x n - m n ) 
In eq(3.13), a;• and m ; are the i th input feature and the i th translation parameter 
respectively, R is an n by n rotation matrix. 
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Hence； an n-dimeiisiorial RQFN shown in Figure 3.4 is proposed. The architecture 
of RQFN shown in Figure 3.4 is similar to the 2-dimensional case, shown in Figure 
3.3. The simple elements such as the translation elements and the square elements are 
also used in the high dimensional applications. The rotation block, which performs 
a general rotation transformation R, marks the difference between high dimensional 
and 2-dimensional applications. 
n-dimensional f ) ^ - ^ 
“ rotation block ： ： 夕 
x^n yi Linear Neuron 
Translation Square 
Elements Elements 
Figure 3.4. Architecture of an n-dimensional RQFN 
As mentioned in chapter 2, a general high dimensional rotation R can be refor-
mulated as a series of basic rotation. 
五二 8 6 ¾ ( 3 . 1 4 ) 
t = l j>i 
where ^ is a basic rotation matrix which operates on the i th and ; th dimensions. 
Or 
� c2n 
R = RTk ( 3 . 1 5 ) 
k=l 
where Tk is a basic rotation matrix which operates on one of the pairs of dimensions 
and characterized by rotation angle 9k. With the results of section 2.3, the high 
dimensional rotation can be performed by a number of 2DRBs. 
It is easy to observe the following characteristics of RQFN. Firstly, the fan-in of 
this neuron is just equal to the number of input features.2 Therefore, the cross-count 
2From Table 3.1，the,fan-in of a QFN is CJ + 2n, where n is the number of input features. 
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between the input layer and the second layer could be minimized when RQFNs are 
used in the second layer of a neural network. Secondly, RQFNs are created from 
simple elements which are the translation elements, square elements and 2DRBs. 
Lastly, there is no cross-wire connection elements within an RQFN (i.e. The cross-
count is zero). 
From geometric point of view, the parameters a,-，mt- and 9 directly reflect the 
geometric information of boundary formed by the RQFN such as centroid, orientation, 
type of shape, and extent. For example, a trained RQFN forms a decision boundary 
shown in Figure 3.5. As shown in Figure 3.5, the parameters mt-, 9, and at- directly and 
independently reflect the centroid, orientation, and extent of boundary respectively. 
From another point of view, the parameters capture the geometric information of the 
cluster. 
Intuitively, the parameters of RQFN should represent underlying class statistics 
of the training samples. Assuming each RQFN capture a cluster, the m^ parameters, 
the a i parameters, and the R transformation should reflect the mean, the variance, 
and the correlation of this cluster respectively. Also, apriori information of training 
samples can befed into RQFNs before learning so that the whole network learns more 
easily.3 For example, if the mean of the training samples is known, we can set the 
parameters mt- as the mean. Note that we cannot feed the mean to QFN, since all 
weights Wi of QFN do not just depend on mt- according to eq(3.9). 
Moreover, the shape of boundary can be controlled by adding constraints on pa-
rameters a i during learning. By considering netinput 二 0 being threshold condition, 
if the constraints are < 0 for f = 1 to n, a n + i > 0, the shape of boundary becomes 
an ellipsoid. 
3It means that the learning time, compared with the case of QFN, can be reduced. 
•’ . . - • � ‘ . . • • "““ - . - . . ' . . -
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m2 V / / 4 / � 
^ / / j y boundary formed 
fsx! 
I ^ - 9 1 —tl 
mi 
Figure 3.5 Geometric interpretation of decision boundary formed by a RQFN. 
3.3 Learning Rule 
The learning rule, proposed here, for RQFN is derived according to backpropagation 
[4]. R)r an n - d i m e n s i o n a l RQFN, shown in Figure 3.4, the output is defined as: 
output = f(netinput) (3.16) 
and 
1 (3 17) 
f(netinput)=工 + exp (——— 
where / , being a sigmoid function, is the activation function and the netinput is 
defined by eq(3.12)fc 
Applying backpropagation algorithm [4] to RQFN, the input is first presented and 
propagated forward through the RQFN to compute the output value. This output 
value is then compared with the desired output, resulting in an error signal. The 
error signal is then parsed back to each element in the RQFN and the appropriate 
� 33 
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c h a n g e s of parameters are made. 
S u p p o s e the input “ is P - e n t e d and then ^ output value o 
i s c o m _ “ 讀 d i n g ‘—.叫 K 加 desired output is t 声 ― e r r o r 五, 
d e f i n e d a S : � . (3.18) 
丑 二 说 一 o ) v z 
To minimize E, the modification Aa n + 1 in the bi朋 a n + 1 is 
dE 
“ � d o (3.19) 
w h e r e , is the leaning rate. By substituting eq(3.1T), i ^ o e q ( 3 , 9 ) , the e d i f i c a t i o n • . . • 
in a n + i is q netinput (3 20) 
As netinput = E L i ^ + ^ a , the modification in ^ 
A a n + 1 二 吣 一 + ( 1 - 0 ) ( 3 . 2 1 ) 
S i m i l a r l y , the modification Aa- in a i? where z 1 , - - is 
A 2 (3.22) 厶 at- = Aan+i2/i 
where Aa n + i is defined by (3.21).. 




J 巫 (3.23) 
‘ 一 ( n 17 T^ a n d is a pointwise operation. Substituting eq(3.13) 
where ya 二 (ctil/i,. • - ,a ny n ) ana dQk ？ 
and (3.15) into above, A6>fc becomes 
‘ ： ^ ^ 二 二 ^ 鉍 — 也 … 疗 好 ^ ^ … 1 ^ ) ‘ 
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, / 馆 x — m ) . The vector 2 A a n + 1 ( 忙 广 . ^ ‘ ) ’ b e i n S t h e where 5771 = 0 c i - m i ， . . - , X n m n ) � 
• , 八 一 仏 J of the k th 2DRB’ is fed from the output side. 
error signal 二 k T f 
Similarly, the v e c t o r ( ¾ . . • b e i n g the input signal f = o 
t h e , ^ 2DRB, is fed W the input side. If the , ^ 2DRB operates on the , , 
9T. j • 
th dimensions, then is 
-sin^fc i f /二 i andm二 i 
-sm Ok iH 二 j and m = = j 
^ 二 一 c o s ek i n 二 i and m== j (3.25) 
dek I 
cos9k if / = j and m = 2 
0 otherwise 
� 
w h e r e 發 i s the element in the i tk row and i tk column of 寄 . A - r d i n g to the 
sparse ploperty of 鸷 ’ the eq(3.24) can be simplified as: 
, � ( -sm0k 一 c o s � 、 （ 4 ^ (3.26) 
美 二 （ A u f A < ) � c o s 〜 一 滅 八 
Moreover, eq(3.26) can be further reduced to 
城 二 ^ ； y 卜 姻 (3 .27 ) . 
where yf and y | axe outputs of the k th 2 m B . 
Lastly, the modification Amt- in m^ is 
n Qyi 
厶mi 二 之 厶 知 + ！ ^ ^ 职 ^ 
t 
A d (3.28) 
Substituting eq(3.13) and (3.15) into the above, Am, becomes 
A o A ( t t t t V ) t ^ - (3-29) 
Am,- 二 2厶知+1(1^ • • 如) 
^ translation e l e m e n t s ,Wfed W the output side. Since, the sparse p r o p . t y of 
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V ’ 
Am t- 二 一厶wf ( 3 . 3 0 ) 
After the changes of each parameter are computed, the parameters are updated 
as follows : 
a^Y = a n + i + Aa n + i 
a f e w = at- + A«i 
二 e “ M k 
W h e r e i = l , . " , n a n c U = l，“”C2\ The changes of parameters Aa n + 1 , Aat-, A9k 
and Amt- are defined by eq(3.21)，(3.22)，(3.27) and (3.30) respectively. The updating 
rule, developed from backpropagation algorithm [4], in eq(3.31) is named as RQFN 
standard learning rule. 
As mentioned in the last section, the boundary formed by a RQFN can be de-
scribed by the parameters a i? mt- and 9k which independently reflect the centroid, 
orientation and extent of a quadratic boundary respectively. These consideration 
leads us to find out an algorithm which can independently capture each kind of pa-
rameters of the RQFN. By intuitidn, the center of a cluster is very important since 
it describes the prototype of the cluster. If the center of cluster is already known 
before learning, the learning time might be reduced.4 Hence, we divide the learning 
into two phases. In phase one, the parameters m‘ are first captured. The remaining 
parameters are captured according to eq(3.31) in phase two. 
Let the total number of training samples be Nu x(t) 二（巧⑷，...，xn{t)) be the 
t th training sample, and m be the leaxning rate in phase 1. The number of classes 
4Part of this phenomenon had been proved by Dennis J. Volper [17] in discrete case. In his article 
the feature space is a n-dimensional grid instead of ^ where each feature t a k e s o n k n d l s t i n . f ' ^ ^ 
spaced values. To sum up, the upper bound on adjusts for an OQ node increases by a 謹 1 冗 
factor of 0( |m| 8 ) , where OQ node is one type of QFN in which there is no cross term and |m| is the 
norm of the cluster center. 
� . 3 6 • 
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, • , n \ Tr, order to capture one RQFN is 
is 2 ( erne如血骆 a n d — r 1S class G ) . In order to P 
enough. T h e s e p a x a t e d l e a r n i n g procedure is shown as b,low; 
S e p a r a t e d L e a r n i n g P r o c e d u r e 
R a n d o m i z e t h e p a r a m e t e r s a ( i m ^ 0 k . 
Set r]i 二 1 
Phase one 
Fo r i 二 从 D o 
Ux{t) belongs to ^ then, 
m ^ m ^ i M ^ ) - ^ ) f o r a l H 
二 讥 + 1 
Else 
mi=rrii 
rji == & 
- End If ‘ / 
End Do 
Phase two 
F o r iV=l to number of learning cycle iV Do 
For i二 1 to iVt Do 
lix{t) belongs to Ci then, 
desired output o=l 
Else 
d e s i r e d i n p u t 0 = 0 
End If 
Updating ai and 9k according to eq(3.31) 
End Do 
-1 •. . • • " , " • • •. ‘ ‘ 
End Do 
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P o s i t i o n 3,： In t . e above separated l e a r n in g procedu, , the 
can be captured in one learning cycle in phase , , Js 
P r o o f of p o t i o n 3 , ： In a a a U i o n t o u s ^ t h e a b o v e n o ^ t H e ^ 
荆 b e l 時 to C , ) takes Place during training. I n w o r d s , , we Wve o u U h e 
W e m a y W r i t e _ 
t h e n u ： ^ of training patterns which belong to C , F 顏 e q O ^ ) ’ 
• 叫 ⑴ = 叫 � + ⑷ ⑴ _ 叫 � ) 
m ‘ ⑶ 二 叫 ⑴ + | ⑷ ⑵ _ 叫 ⑴ ） 
• . ‘ . . • 
• * 
m ‘ ⑴ 二 爪 办 一 巧 + ^⑷⑴—爪办一 1)) 
• * 
爪 讽 ) 二 彻 - 如 妇 价 ( 3 ： 3 3 ) 
Multipling each of a b o v e a c t i o n s b y the current index t yields 
m i ⑴ 二 m K 0 ) + 仏 ⑴ 一 叫 ( 0 ) 
2 m K 2 ) 二 2m,(l) + 而 ⑶ 一 叫 ⑴ 
• • 
I • �� 
( t - i w t - i ) 二 ( 卜 i W 口 ) + . - 1 ) - 4 - 2 ) 
tm‘⑴ 二�m办一 1)+ 
_ _ ~ — - ^ ^ T 7 r a i n i n g samples has been sequentially presented one time in 
5 0 ne learning cycle means (that all training sa P 
the network. 
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(]VCl - l ) rniNc, - 1 ) - )) � 4 � 
N c ， _ - N C i 4 N c 广 朴 姻 阪 一 巧 ( _ 
Adding above equations together results in 
1 /o 3 5 � 
NClmi�NCi) = T^iW) ‘ 
i==i 
Dividing by JVc1 ? eq(3.32) becoxnes 
concept of separated l e a r n i n g to each kind of parameters . 一 
3.4 Comparison between R Q F N and QFN 
P O F N w i t h Q F N in t e r m s of delay, fan-in, geometric 
In this section, we compare RQFN witti v^n 
interpretation and time complexity. 
3.4.1 Delay 
, / . rp t h e delay of Q F N is on ly Tdeiay s ince 
A s s u m i n g t h e delay of each e l emen t is Tdelayj t h e delay H 
t i l • , one H n e , n e U r o , In KQFN, t h e d e l a y o, — e ^ s , o . 
: t e . - a — a t i o n ^ — n a n d b o t h 
^ L ^ e 鹏 ^ 卿 e ^ a H e n c e , — a H e W o U K Q P N . n , , 
3.4.2 Fan- in : 
c r) linear terms, and CJ 
I n Q F N , t h e f a n - i a is 2 n + C J s ince t h e r e a r e n s q u a r e t e r m s , 
c r o S ? t e r m , As shown in Figure 3.3, the fan-in of RQFN is iust n. 
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3.4,3 Geometric interpretation 
From eq (3.9)， the weights 购 of a QFN do not directly reflect the attributes of 
the quadratic boundary formed by the QFN. These attributes are centroid, onen-
t a t i o n a n d ex tent . R>r example : is a f u n c t i o n of a , ( e x t e n t ) , ^(or ientat ion) , a . d 
m K c e n t r o i d ) . -Hence , any adjustment on ^ affects the orientation, extent and cen-
troid. 
I n R Q F N ? the parameters 叫 A — mf directly and independently reflect the 
centroid, orientation and extent of a quadratic boundary formed a RQFN respectively. 
Adjustment on one type of p F ameters Just affects the c o r r e s p o n d i n g attribute and 
d o e s not affect other a t t r i buU R>r e x a m p l e , change in a, only affects ^^^ 
- N o t e that although our running example is 2-dimensional case, the above phe-
nomenon stiU holds for n-dimensional case. 
3.4.4 Complexity 
In t roduc t ion to Complexi ty 
In this section, we xneasure the complexity of QFN and RQFN using classical 
p a r a l l e l and d i s t r i b * c i 雜 增 蘭 h [27]. H e n c e , b o t h Q F N a n d R Q F N 
a r e assumed to be runn ing on a parallel compu te r . Complexity m e a s u r e s -
intended to quantify the a m o u n t of computational resources utilized by a parallel 
algorithm. Some interesting complexity m e 細 鄉 咖 . 憾 o w i n g : 
1. The number of processors 
2. The time until the algorithm terminates ( time complexity ) 
3. The number of messages transmitted in the course of the algorithm ( commu-
nication complexity ) 
The communication complexity depends on the architecture of the parallel com-
pute r： Since we do not know t ^ architecture, we do not consider it. Also, the t.me 
• , : : :� : : : : • 40 . 
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_ o m p l e x i t y i s a e p e n a e . — e r o � . 一 柳 ^ 虹 
丄 f 如外 nrocessor only can carries out the addition 01 F We assume that each processor on y • ^ , f h a t 
G f t w o n u n . e r , . a t each a ^ o , o , . u U ^ ^ o n e U n , 
M 0cesscr s are abk to instantly e x c h a n g e intermediate results. 作 
? T L s i m , e s t c o ^ - n ^ , - a d ^ n o f n s c . , , T . e 
, • c h D a i r After one time unit, we left with the ta ,k of addmg 
to add the scalars m each pair. Alter on s i l e 
o n l y n / 2 ^ l o g 2 n s u s e s , w e left w t h a ^ 
： ^ . , a p o W e r � f 2 ： - 咖 — , e c o . e s M ™ 刚 
processors; 
Complex i ty of Q F N 
• , interpreted a^ the inner product E f k j 3 j of two 
Tn OFN the netinput can be mterpreiea d, � . t h e bias It can be computed m time 
( C n , 2nVdimensional vectors addmg with the bias. r 
( 2 - F 2 n p r o c e s s o r s a s f o l l o w s : a t first s t e p , e a c h p r o c e s s o r , 
1 92K 2 - u： + l numbers, and then the [ ^ 2 ( G 2 + 
compute the product Resulting m C2 + 2 n + l 
2n + 1)1 time algorithm for addition is used. 
2 n + ) ! . ^ l l c e d to n we first compute the multiplications, 
I f t h e n _ W P r O C e S S O T S _ c W � ， u p I t n e e d £ £ - t i m e units for 
. su i t ing in C ? + 2 n + 1 nu .be r s aad then add t h e . up. It need ^ ^ ^ 
身 — , 彻 - — o f 暴 n , a - one W 二 ： 
H e L , with this 
x ... __ . . 41 
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Complexi ty of RQFN 
I " ^ s ^ e P a . - W one W -
• n , rn -f m + 1. 6 2 - 3 ' ^ i s 0 b s e r 
linear n 邮 o n 1S f l o g 办 + 1 ) I 十丄. 厂 ^ 9 T m B As TYPE-1 
, . + v o f a 2DRB is 3 when 2 processors are used m the 2DRB. As 1 
complexity of a ^ ^ 卩 ， , e r s i s n i s USed in 
RQFN, the time complexity introduced oy 
I t c a n be concluded that the time complexly of QFN and 恥 
- 1 ^ "ROFN is three times of QFN. 
precisely, the time complexity of 
‘ ) • . • . . . . . . . , . - . . * 
3 5 Simulations 
, r p o f our NN model with examples where there are 2 classes 
W e e v ^ e t H e p e ^ e o f o ^ ^ 
in patterns. Also patterns m one class are captu 
class by one RQFN. 
3.5.1 X O R Test 
, , / V O R ^ I problem because it is the classi-
！t is u s e f u l to b e g i n with the e x c l u s w ^ u n d e r different 
C O ndi t ions>r XOR problem a n d ： 
Test . 1 XOR-p rob l em 
T h e total nurnber of learning cycles is 400 and the learning rate , is set to 1. The 
42 
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function of QFN is sigmoid type. The RQFN learning rule was used in RQFN. In 
QFN, the learning rule is delta-rule [4] with learning rate == 0.9 and momentum 二 
0.7. Table 3.2 summarizes the parameters of RQFN and its mean square error (MSE) 
at the end of training，Figure 3.6 shows the output response of the RQFN at different 
learning cycle iV. From Table 3.2 and Figure 3.6’ an optimal hyperbolic boundary 
is formed. The rate of decrease of MSE with the number of learning cycles is shown 
in Figure 3.7. It is observed that the performance ( in term of rate of learning ) of 
RQFN is similar to that of QFN. 
N=10 N=22 N=24 N=26 
WW WW 
N=28 N=30 N=40 N=400 
Figure 3.6 Output response of RQFN for standard XOR problem. 
. . ’
 1
 . . . •' (. • • ； •‘ . • 
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MSE plot for XOR problem 
0 . 4 - T - I 
— ~ RQFN 
• — QFN 
I 0.1-
- — •丨 I -I 
0 ‘ 100 " 200 ' 300 400 5 0 0 
Number of Learning Cycles N 




AI 5 .6200 ’ 
a2 -5.5412 
a3 -0.0183 
0 0.7854 rad 
Table3.2 Final values of the parameters and MSE of RQFN 
for XOR problem. 
Test . 2 XOR-prob lem with const ra in ts in 
As mentioned in section 3.2, by constraining the polarity of all the at- and the bi挞 
a n + 1 , the quadratic boundary is always elliptical. This, in some cases, guarantees the 
closure of the boundary. With the assumption that each class forms a cluster, the 
high dimensional eUipse is efficiently used as the decision boundary. In this test, we 
i l l u s t r a t e this constraint type learm of RQFN on the XOR problem. We restrict 
� 4 4 
. . . : . . ‘ ' . . . * . ' • .. ....'•.• ... . . . . •  ' ........ ' . ., .... •: '；-' ‘ . . ^ 
1
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a,•，i = 1, . . . /2 less than zero ( If they are greater than zero, set them to-0.001.) and 
a3 greater than zero (If it is less than zero, set it to 0.001) during learning. For large 
learning rate, the RQFN does not work ( not converge )• So we decrease the learning 




ai -0 .001 
A2 -5 .04 
as 1.22 
0 0.7854 rad 
Table 3.3 Final values of the parameters and MSE of RQFN 
for XOR problem with constraints in a{. 
Table 3.3 summarizes the parameters of RQFN and MSE at the end of learning. 
Figure 3.8 shows the output response of RQFN at different learning cycle N. The 
rate of decrease of MSE is shown in Figure 3.9. Although the RQFN can converge, 
a relatively large MSE is resulbed. During learning, we observe that the RQFN has 
a tendency to form a hyperbolic boundary. One of ax and a2 has the tendency to 
be large than zero but the restriction sets it to be zero (near zero). Therefore, the 
RQFN reaches a state with relatively large MSE. Even for this worse case of cluster 
(XOR problem), the RQFN can also form a ellipse. In sum, it is shown that we can 
control the shape of the boundary by adding constraints in parameters a{. 
, . ' . . ' . • . . . . . , ' , 1 , r . . • ' . " ' -•-
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.- . : . ‘ ‘� "� • - • -, ^  --5 , • • ； . J . � • • ‘ ^ . ：；. 
鼻 • 秦 : 秦 
(2,-2) 1 
N=100 N=200 N=300 N--400 
畚秦秦：畚 
• I •  I 
N=500 F N=600 N=800 N=1000 
- . , . . . . . . I .. 
Figure 3.8 Output response of RQFN with restriction in at- parameters. 
MSE plot fo�XOR problem 
^ I : 
q o ~t « — I " t • I ‘ r~—1 1 1 I 
. 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 
Number of Learning Cycles N 
Figure 3.9 Rates of learning 
of RQFN for XOR problem 
with restriction in at- parameters. 
.•‘ . . ‘ - .1 • “ • • •' ：  . ‘ '•"• • - • - ‘ ‘ 1 . . . . . . . 
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3.5.2 Simple Two-dimensional Test 
In this test, the training samples are shown in Figure 3.10 and a RQFN is trained 
to capture cl朋s (¾. The learning rate rj is still 0.2 since RQFN did not converge for 
large rj. The number of learning cycle is 400. The rate of decrease of MSE is shown 
in Figure 3.11. The p a r a m e t e r s of RQFN and MSE at the end of training are shown 
in Table 3.4. Note that a i , a 2 < 0 and a3 > 0，it means that the boundary formed 
by the RQFN is an ellipse. After learning, the output response and the contour of 
the output response are shown in Figure 3.13, respectively. Indeed, the RQFN can 
tackle this problem. 
Dis t r ibut ion of the t ra in ing samples 5
] 1 
4-J • • 曰 I 
X2 3 ] • • 
J • • 
2 " -
1 j H 0 0 过 C i a s s Co 
I _ J • C l a s s Ci 
o -j•—I—I—»" i •«1 I ‘ i—• I I 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
XI 
Figure 3.10 Training patterns of the simple two-dimensional problem. 
‘ _ • ' • • . � � ' ' , . . - ‘ . . . ,, 
^ ... . : - ’ 47 . 
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Mean Square Error Plot of RQFN 
fo r s imple two-d imens iona l problem 
Q 5 - I 
1：| v 
H I 
o r 100 200 300 400 “ ‘ 
Number of Learning Cycles -
Figure 3.11 Rate of learning of RQFN in the simple two-dimensional problem. 
I ^ ^ — 
I Cowwirofthcoqqi^  rMpooM . Output response 
I 6 | � ‘ ~ ‘ “ “ ‘ 一 • (6.6) 
01 � 1 1 (0.0) 
0 1 2 3 * 3 6 
I] (dnmXl 
I  — 、 . . — — — 圓 I »• 
Figure 3.12 Output response and its contour of RQFN for the simple two-dimensional problen 
... . . . . . . - \ ：. • •  • . . • , ' • .• _ " ' . .> .• ' . . ‘ . • 
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0 0.6796 rad 
Table 3.4 Final values of the parameters and MSE of RQFN 
for simple two-dimensional problem. 
We had tried to train a QFN to solve this problem for a wide range of selection on 
the learning rate and momentum. But the result is that the QFN did not solve the 
problem. For example, if the learning rate and momentum of QFN are 0.3 and 0.2 
respectively, Figure 3.13 which is the MSE plot of QFN vs learning cycle and Figure 
3.14 which is the output response of the QFN are obtained. 
Mean Square Error Plot of QFN 
fo r s imple two-d imens iona l problem 
0 . 5 - 1 — ： I 
. . . " . . . ^ . - :� . • : : _ j 
0.2 H 1 1 ‘ 1 1 ' 1 
o 100 200 300 400 
Number of Learning Cycles N 
Figure 3.13 Rate of learning of QFN in the simple two-dimensional problem. 
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Figure 3.14 Output response of QFN for the simple two-dimensional problem. 
3.5.3 Three-dimensional Test 
After a number of two-dimensional test, it can be concluded that the RQFN with 
standard learning rule works in simple two-dimensional cases. Extended to high 
dimensional applications, more tests must be performed. In this test, the dimension 
is three and the Type 1 architecture of rotation block is used. The training samples 
are shown in Figure 3.15 and a RQFN is trained to capture class C\. The learning 
rate r] is 0.2. After learning, the RQFN can 100% recognize the training samples with 
the output threshold 0.5( i.e. When the output is greater than 0.5, the input pattern 
is identified as Otherwise, the input pattern is identified as C0.)-
The rate of decrease of MSE is shown in Figure 3.16. The final values of the 
parameters and MSE are shown in Table 3.5. As a u a A > 0 and a 2 , a 3 < 0, the 
boundary is a hyperboloid. From the results, the RQFN works in high dimensional 
applications.7 x 
7In next chapter, it is shown that a eight-dimension and multi-class problem can also be solved 
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Distribution of tralnin pa t terns 
( 0 , 5 , 0 ) 
y feature X2 
( 5 , 0 , 0 ) 
Xsfeature X1 I 
C l a s s Co “ 次 、 
C l a s s C ! � � 一 
j / ^ C l a s s C 0 
Z feature X3 
( 0 , 0 , 5 ) 
Figure 3.15 Training patterns of the thre^dimensional problem. 
MSE plot fo r th ree Input f e a t u r e s problem 
0 . 3 - r — � “ � I 
£ 0.2 _ 
t I 
1 
的 0 . 1 - , 
沄 I 
- I I 
0 0 i ' 2^0 3^0 400 i o 
Number of Learning Cycles N 
Figure 3.16 R a t e of leaxning of RQFN in the three-dimensional problem. 
- “ . 
by RQFN 
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MSE 0.0025 
mi -0.2301 
m 2 -0.1211 
m3 -0.5114 , 




9lf2 -0.2159 rad 
01}3 0.1462 rad 
- 012,3 0.1031 rad 
Table 3.5 Final values of the parameters and MSE of RQFN 
for three-dimensional problem. 
3.5.4 Separated learning Test 
After m o r e tests have been performed, it wa, found that the RQFN with standard 
learning rule did not converge occasionally. One example is shown in Figure 3.17. In 
this example, the machine is assigned to capture cla.s C,. Both R Q F N with standaxd 
learning r u l e and QFN with delta rule cannot solved t h i s problem for a wide range 
of selection on the learning rate； When the approach of separated learning is used 
in RQFN； the result, shown in Figure 3.18, Figure 3.19 and Table 3.6, shows that 
RQFN can solve this problem. The learning rate r; of RQFN in phase two is 1 and 
the number of learning cycles for pha,e two is 1000. Note that only one learning cycle 
in phase one is enough.8 From Table 3.6, the boundary formed by the RQFN is an 
ellipse. ‘ 
8It has been shown in Proposition 3.1. 
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0 -1.00 rad 
Table 3.6 Final values of the parameters and MSE of RQFN 
for separated learning. 
- F r o m Figure 3.17, the norm of the mean of class Cx is about 32. As mentioned 
in section 3.4, the number of learning cycles increases by a multiplication factor of 
0( |m|8) . This is the reason why RQFN with standard learning rule and QFN with : 
delta rule do not work. When we scale down the feature by ten, both RQFN and 
QFN can solve this problem. But large MSE is obtained. The learning rate rj of 
RQFN is 0.2. The learning rate and momentum of QFN is 0.9 and 0.7 respectively. 
The rate of decrease of MSE for this case is shown in Figure 3.20, The results in 
above show that the learning speed can be improved by using separated learning. 
.. . i , • • ' ' . ’ . . . • ‘ 
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Dist r ibut ion o r t r a l n l n g p a t t e r n s 
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Figure 3.17. Training patterns of the two-dimensional problem. 
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Figure 3.18. Output response and its contour of RQFN with separated learning. 
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MSE p lo t f o r t w o i n p u t f e a t u r e s 
problem 
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Figure 3.19. Rkte of learning of RQFN with separated learning. 
MSE plot fo r two input f e a t u r e s problem 
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Figure 3.20 Rates of learning of RQFN and QFN with standard 
learning rule when the features have been scaled down by 10. 
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E n h a n c e d R Q F N 
The RQFN studied so far was limited only to classification of 2-class patterns. Also 
patterns in one class are required to be separable from other class patterns. We 
expand our network model further where there are more than one, quadratic function 
boundaries generated. Patterns of more than two classes and a class of patterns with 
multi-cluster are the case. In this chapter, two network models，named as many-Class 
RQFN (MCRQFN) and Generalized many-Class RQFN (GMGRQFN), are proposed 
to treat above limitation on the basis of RQFN. The models are tested by a real 
applications. The results show that the performance of these models is comparable 
to the conventional approaches. Moreover, it takes the advantages of small fan-in, 
small cross-count, and gives more insight in the behavior of RQFN. 
4.1 Many-Clas s R Q F N ( M C R Q F N ) 
With the assumption that patterns which belong to same class will form one cluster 
in feature space, one RQFN can capture one of the classes. The two-class problem 
is considered as a special case of MCRQFN. To extend iVc-class problems (Nc > 2), 
Nc RQFNs are used and each of them is assigned to capture one of the classes. If 
the number of classes is Nc, then the number of RQFN also is Nc. 
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4.1.1 Topology of M C R Q F N 
Based on the above idea, MCRQFN shown in Figure 4.1 is proposed to tackle such 
many-class problems. There are three layers in the network. The first layer is the 
input layer- The second layer is composed of a set of RQFNs. Each RQFN is assigned 
to separate patterns of one class from the rest. Hence, each RQFN is associated with 
one class. The third layer is a MAXNET [28]. It identifies which RQFN has the 
largest response. As a pattern is presented in the input layer, each RQFN computes 
a matching score (output) for this pattern according to eq(3.16). The pattern is 
identified as the class whose associative RQFN has the largest output. 
CI Ci C3 Ckc-I CNC 
I • • • • • • • • 
MaxNet 
Q • • • • Q ^ ) Input layer 
Xi X2 ； X3 Xn_i x n 
Figure 4.1 Architecture of a 
MCRQFN. 
4.1.2 Learning Algorithm of M C R Q F N 
The learning algorithm of MCRQFN is based on the separated learning algorithm 
mentioned in previous chapter. It consists of two phases. The parameters m‘ of each 
RQFN are captured in phase 1. To facilitate one learning cycle in phase 1, each 
RQFN j has its learning rate rj l f j. The remaining parameters, & and a； are captured 
in phase 2. To make the algorithm readable, the notations are defined as follows: 
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Nc is the total number of classes being interested. 
Cj denotes the class j . 厂 v 
风 is the total number of training patterns. 
JV is the number of learning cycles. 
n is the dimension of input pattern-
0 i d咖tes the o•蚍 of J•认 RQFN wMch is assigned to capture the j 沩 
class where j 二 1 ， ： ‘ 
m . . is the i th translation parameter of the j th RQFN. 
X 二 � ， … ， 0 is tlie oirrent inpu七 training pattern. 
t j is the current desired output of the j th RQFN. 
- i s the learning rate of the i th RQFN in phase 1. 
rj is the learning rate of all RQFNs in phase 2. 
After the parameters m , , of each RQFN have been captured in phase 1, the phase : 
2 ！earning, will be started. During phase 2, the other parameters of each RQFN wdl 
b e e d i f i e d ba^ed on backpropagation algorithm � . T h e current input pattern 1S 
firstly presented to the network and then each RQFN computes its output value 印 
T h e output value of each RQFN is then compared with the corresponding des.red 
output ^ resulting in an error signal. The error signal of each RQFN is passed back 
to each element w i t h i n t h e RQFN and the appropriate changes of Parameters are 
made. The learning rule of RQFN networks is s u m m a r i z e d in the following: 
Learning Algorithm of MCRQFN 
Randomize all parameters 
Set rjhj 二 1 for all j 
Phase one 
For to Nt Do 
Ux belongs to Cj then, 
叫，i 二 叫 ， 艸 志 � ― m ^ ) f o r a l U 
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m’j 二 仉,•；•十 1 
m f 女 = f o r al l 知 _ j 
rjltk = Vhk for all fc 乡 i 
. E n d If 
End Do 
Phase two 
For iV二 1 to number of learning cycle N Do 
For i二1 to Nt Do 
If x belongs to Cj then, 
teaching input Oj==l 
teaching input 外二0，where k ^ j 
End If 
Update the remaining parameters according to eq(3.31) 
End Do 
End Do 
4.2 Appl icat ion Exper iment 
The main theme of this experiment is to test the MCRQFN in real applications. 
Among m o s t a p p l i c a t i o n s , handwritten character recognition is selected. The results 
show that the performance of RQFN a p p r o a c h is better than that of Multi-layer 
Feedforward Neural Network (MFFNN) [4,3] approach. 
4.2.1 Introduction 
Pbr a w e U - t r a i n e d handwritten character r e c o g n i t i o n system, an unknown chaxacter 
is first read from an input device and then the system recognizes it as one of the 
chaxacters. The r e ^ of the system mainly depends on what features are 
se lec ted . T h e input device of t h i s experiment is a digitizer w h i c h is connected t o 
. : . . : . . • 、 : . ， : ： - : : . 5 9 • . . 
, • ^ ‘ ‘ _ ‘ ‘ . . . . . . . . . ‘ ‘ . . . . . . , , - • 
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the system with an RS 232 interface. It allows a user to write a character on its 
surface with a magnetic pen. The system can read in the coordinates of the path 
which the pen has passed through. The walsh transform feature class [29] is used 
in this experiment. The performances of the RQFN networks and the MFFNNs are 
compared in this experiment. 
In next seetion, the method of feature extraction is described. The networks used 
in the experiment are introduced in section 4.2.3. Lastly, the experimental results are 
presented and brief conclusions are made in section 4.2.4. 
4.2.2 Feature Extract ion 
Feature extraction using walsh transforms is first introduced by A. Ralavel [29]. The 
main advantage of this method is that only simple computations are needed. In 
this method, two intensity distribution functions Vh{x) and Vv(x) of a character are 
first found out by projection from the horizontal and vertical sides respectively. The 
method of finding Vv{x) is sHown in Figure 4.2. Similar method is applied to finding 
out Vh{x) except the projection is changed from vertical to horizontal direction. 
To facilitate translation and size invariance, the following procedures are carried 
out before projection. � 
1. The maximum and minimum coordinates, xmaxy xmin^ ymax and ymin, of the 
character are first found out. 
2. We create a box with the corners (xmin,ymin)y (xmin,ymax), (^max^mm)? and 
^max^Vmax)* 
3. Now the character is totally fed into the box. We normalize the width and the 
height of to 1. 
4. Two intensity distribution functions Vh{x) and Vv{x) of a character can be found 
• . . . . ' , N '' ... 
out by projection from the horizontal and vertical sides respectively. 
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5. Take the walsh transforms of Vh{x) and ^{x) and normalize the data (divided 
by the half of maximum of the training data ) into the range from-2 to 2. 
Features are defined as t h e w a l s h coefficients calculated by taking walsh transform 
of the intensity distribution functions. 
二 广 似 岣 / ‘ � 办 （4.1) 
Jo 
Chi = f1 V ^ m d x (4.2) Jo 
where/ t(x) shown in Figure 4.3 is the i ^ walsh function [30] and Cvi ( C y is the i 
""walsh coefficient of K � （ ¼ � ) . 
In this experiment, the first four walsh functions are chosen. The horizontal 
and vertical intensity distributions generate four coefficients each. Therefore, a total 
number of eight walsh coefficients are obtained. 
vv(x)今 门 
X 
Figure 4.2 Vertical intensity distribution function Vv{x). 
. . . ； i �. • ..'.� • • • • , 
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I ^ n 厂 I 
- Figure 4.3. The first four walsh functions. 
4.2.3 Configuration 
In this experiment, two 丽 models r MCRQFN and MFFNNs with different hidden 
nodes, are trained to r e c o g n i z e handwritten numeric characters. There are ten RQFNs 
in the MCRQFN and each RQFN axe designed to capture one of ten characters. The 
TYPE-1 a r c h i t e c t u r e of rotation block is used in the RQFN. The separated learning 
algorithm mentioned in section 4.1 is used in MCRQFN and its learning rate in phase 
2 is 1. 
Each of tlie M F F N N S ccmtaiiis erne hidden layer. Among these MFFNNS，d i f fe ren t 
number of hidden nodes (five, ten, fifteen and twenty) are assigned to each MFFNN. 
The r e a 舰 for using twenty hidden n o d e s in one orthe M F F 丽 s is that the d e 炉 
of freedom of this MFFNN approximates that of the MCRQFN.1 Others are used to 
compare the performance of MFFNNs with different number of hidden nodes. The 
backpr叩agation algorithm is used in aU MFF丽 s . The learning rate and momentum 
iFor MFFNN with 20 hidden nodes, the total number of parameters (weights) is 9 x 20+21 x 10 = 
390. In MCRQFN, the number of parameter is 10 x (Cf + 17) = 450. 
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are 0.9 and 0.7 respectively. 
4.2.4 Experiment Results 
The size of the sample set shown in Figure 4.4 is three hundreds. Each numeric 
character has thirty samples. Twenty samples of each character are for training and 
the remaining is for testing. The number of learning cycles is 200. After learning, the 
results are summarized in the following. 
The decreasing rate of MSE is shown in Figure 4.5. The MCRQFN has the largest 
decrease rate of MSE whea c o m p a r i n g with all MFFNNs. Among MFENNs, the one 
with five hidden nodes has a relatively small rate of decrease of MSE. Since there is 
no significant difference in the rate of learning among the others, the MFFNN with 
20 hidden nodes is enouglx for these problem (i.e. additional hidden nodes in MFFNN 
will not improve the performance of MFFNN significantly.). Table 4.1 summarizes 
the MSE of all NNs for the training set and the recognition error for test set. At the 
end of training, all models can totally recognize the training set. But the recognition 
r a t e s of t e s t s e t is f u l l y different. I t c a n b e observed t h a t t h e percentage of recognition 
error with MCRQFN is zero for test set but the MFFNNs cannot achieve a 0 % error 
for the test set. It can be concluded that the performance of RQFN network is better 
than that of MFFNNs with our samples. 
• • • ' . . � . . , . . . . . - . . . . 
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Figure 4.4 The sample set of characters. 
Network Model Recognition Error for Test Set MSE for training set 
MCRQFN 0% 4.77 xlO-4 
MFFNN with 5 hidden nodes 6% 4.24 xlO-4 
MFFNN with 10 hidden nodes 6% 1.41 xlO"4 
MFFNN with 15 hidden nodes 5% 1.21 xlO"4 
MFFNN with 20 hidden nodes 4% | 1.06 xl0_4 
Table 4.1 Comparison of recognition errors for test set 
and MSE for training set. 
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MSE plot for character recognition problem 
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Figure 4.5 Comparison of rates of learning. 
In this experiment, we use one RQFN to capture one class so the decision boundary 
of a class is limited to quadratic forms. If the patterns form a complex boundary 
or several clusters (Examples are shown in Figures 4.7, 4.11 and 4.15.), MCRQFN 
cannot solve the problem. In fact, some modifications can be made to overcome this 
limitation. The method is that a number ofRQFNs are assigned to capture one class. 
Therefore the boundary will not be limited to quadratic forms, but modification oil 
the learning rule is a must such that it can handle this new model. The new learning 
rules will be a combination of supervised and unsupervised learning. This modified 
version will be introduced in detail in next section. 
‘ • . . . � '•‘ ‘ ‘ - , ... 1 . . . . . . ••-•-•. • • • 
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4.3 Generalized M C R Q F N ( G M C R Q F N ) 
As mentioned in above sections, there still exist some problems about MCRQFNs. 
1. The decision boundary of MCRQFN is limited to quadratic forms. 
2. The cases of multi-cluster per class and complex boundary cannot be handled. 
T o Solve these problems, a modified version of MCRQFN is introduced in this 
section. 
4.3.1 Topology of G M C R Q F N 
To enhance the performance, the GMCRQFN network shown in Figure 4.6 is pro-
. . p o s e d . There is an additional layer caHed the fuzzy OR node layer between the RQFNs 
layer and Maxnet. The output of a fuzzy .OR node is the maximum among its inputs. 
In this architecture, we use N, RQFNs to capture class C” The N5 RQFNs, which 
are assigned to capture class j , are connected to a fuzzy OR node. Hence, each class 
is associated with a fuzzy OR node and a number of RQFNs which axe connected 
to the fuzzy OR node. Note that the RQFN layer and fuzzy OR node layer are not 
fully connected. Only the RQFNs which are designed to capture the same class are 
connected to the corresponding fuzzy OR node. For example, if we use same number 
of RQFNs, Nrqfn, to capture each class and the number of classes is Nclass, then 
the total number of RQFNs is NRQFN X NCLASS and the number of fuzzy OR node is 
Nclass • 
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Xx X2 X3 Xt Xn_iXn 
Figure 4.6 Architecture of a GMCRQFN. 
As the input pattern is presented in the input layer, each RQFN computes a 
matching score for this input pattern and passes the score to its fuzzy OR node. The 
output of a fuzzy OR node can be interpreted as the membership grade of input 
pattern for the class of this fuzzy OR node. The input pattern is identified as the 
class whose corresponding fuzzy OR node has the largest output. 
Note that to evaluate how many RQFNs are assigned to a class is identical to the 
estimation of the number of clusters in a class. Fortunately，there exist many well 
knowns methods [31] to facilitate the estimation and the details will not be discussed 
here. 
4-3.2 Learning Algorithm of G M C R Q F N 
The separated learning is again used in GMCRQFN. As more than one RQFN are 
assigned to capture a class in a GMCRQFN, a new rule must be developed for the 
modified model in the phase 1 of learning. 
Estimation of the parameters m； of RQFNs in a class is similar to the problem 
of clustering. Fortunately, many efficient clustering algorithms [14, 20, 31] had been 
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d e v e l o p e d / T h e frequency-sensitive competitive learning (FSCL) [20] is chosen here _ 
b e c a u s e o n l y l o c a l i n f o r m a t i o n of e a c h R Q F N is n e e d e d i n t h i s l e a r n i n g a l g o r i t h m . 2 
In FSCL, each neural u n i t > keeps a count of h o w frequently it is the winner. 
T h e Count are multiplied with the original distortion measure to produce a modified 
distortion measure. With this modified m e a s u r e , all neurai unit are updated by 
approximately equal number of times. 
The l e a r n i n g procedure o f modified R Q F N network can be summarized in the 
following. 
1. During phase 1，each training pattern is sequentially and repeatedly presented in 
the network. The p a r a m e t e r s m, of the RQFNs ^zc / . are designed to capture the 
—class of the current training pattern will be updated according to the clustering 
algorithm. The parameters mt- of other RQFNs are not changed.3 
2 . During phase 2, each training pattern is sequentially and repeatedly presented 
in the network. The updating rule of RQFNs is 
• The desired outputs of the RQFNs which are not assigned to capture the 
class of the current training pattern are set to zero and the paxameters a i? 
0k of these RQFNs are updated according to eq(3.31). 
• Among the RQFNs which are assigned to capture the class of the current 
training paUem, we only update the parameters a t , of the RQFN whose 
output is the largest among these RQFNs according to eq(3.31) with the 
desired output being 1. It means that we do not update the parameters 
of these RQFNs, which are assigned to capture the class of the current 
training pattern, except the RQFN whose ouput is the l a r g e s t among these 
RQFNs. 
2In fact, using other algorithms is also possible 1 . d e e n d e d o n t h e clustering 
3 I n phase 1，the number of learning cycles is not just 1 and will be depenaea on 6 
algorithm. 
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T o s u m u p ’ i n the above training procedure, we apply the supervised learning for 
inter-class4 and t h e u n s u p e r v i s e d learning within the class5. 
4.3.3 Simulations 
F o u r t e s t s h a v e b e e n d o n e fo r G M C R Q F N . T h e r e s u l t s show t h a t m o d i f i e d R Q F N 
n e t w o r k s c a n efficiently handle the c a s e o f multi-cluster and form complex decision 
boundaries. 
Test 1 (Complex boundary) 
A G M C R Q F N is t r a i n e d t o t a c M e a two-dimensional^^^^c^^^^ p r o b l e m . 
The training samples of this test shown in Figure 4.7 has eighty patterns. In Figure 
4 . T , t h e class C , c a n n o t b e s e p a r a t e d b y a q u a d r a t i c b o u n d a r y f r o m t h e r e s t . T h e 
network is trained to capture the patterns of class C , In fact, we can use GMCRQFN 
to captured CJ0 instead of But we use GMCRQFN to capture C, to demonstrate 
the capability of GMCRQFN in the case of complex decision boundaxies. Since at is 
a two-cla,s problem, only one ^ 
to the fuzzy OR node. The number of learning cycles is 200 (800) in phase 1 ( phase 
2 ). The learning rate , in phase 2 is 1. The learning rate in pha,e 1 is 0.01. We 
train another GMCRQFN with feature map [14] used in phase 1 to demonstrate that 
u s i n g o t h e r c lu s t e r ing a l g o r i t h m in p h a s e 1 is poss ib le . 
We also trained a MFFNN with one hidden layer and six hidden nodes6 to tackle 
this problem. The learning rate and momentum of MFFNN are 0.9 and 0.7 respec-
tively. 
The output response and its contour of the GMCRQFN are plotted in Figures 4.8 
( F S C L u s e d in p h a ^ e 1) a n d 4.9 ( f e a t u r e m a p u s e d in p h a s e ! ) a f t e r t r a i n i n g . T h e 
" W e use the class information of the current patternto set we 
^Among the RQFNs which axe assigned to capture the class of the current training P 
j u s t update the RQFN, whose output i s the largest _ M F F N N i s a p p r o x i m a t e to that of 
6When six hidden nodes are used, the degree of freedom of MFFNN is approxi 
GMCRQFN. 
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case of MFFNN is shown in Figure 4.10, After learning, all training patterns are fed 
into these networke to calculate the MSE and the number of misclassified training 
patterns. Table 4.2 summarizes the MSE and the number of misclassified patterns for 
t h e training set. Gompaxing with the MFFNN, the GMCRQFN can form a complex 
d e c i s i o n b o u n d a r y which more precisely describes the underlying distribution of the 
training data. 
— ” " " N e t w o r k Model No, of misclassified MSE for training set 
patterns of training set 
GMCRQFN with FSCL 1 3 . 0 1 3 x 1 0一 ' 
GMCRQFN with feature map 1 2 . 6 2 x l Q 2 
MFFNN with 6 hidden nodes — 2 2 , 4 2 x l Q 
Table 4.2 Comparison of recognition errors and MSE for training set in test 1. 
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Figure 4.7 Distribution of training patterns. 
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Figure 4.8 Output response and its contour of GMCRQFN 
as FSCL is used in phase 1 of learning. 
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Figure 4.9 Output response and its contour of RQFN 
as feature map is used in phase 1 of learning. 
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Contoar of the output response Output response 
1 ~~2~~"""ts 3 (0,0) 
feature XI 
Figure 4.10 Output response and its contour of MFFNN. 
Test 2 (Complex boundary) 
In this test, the conditions are same as that of test 1 except with the training set 
shown in Figure 4.11. Figures 4.12 ( FSCL u s e d in phase 1 ) and 4.13 ( feature map 
used in phase 1) show the output response of GMCRQFN and the contour of the 
output response. The case of MFFNN is shown in Figure 4.14. It is observed that 
that the GMCRQFN a g a i n forms a complex decision boundary which more precisely 
describe the u n d e r l a y i n g distribution of the training data. Table 4.3 summarizes the 
MSE and the number of misclassified patterns of the training set for different , NN 
models. 
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Figure 4.11 Distribution of training patterns. 
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Figure 4.12 Output response and its contour of GMCRQFN 
as FSCL is used in phase 1 of learning. 
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Figure 4,13 Output response and its contour of RQFN 
as feature map is used in phase 1 of learning. 
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Figure 4.14 Output response and its contour of MFFNN. 
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Chapter 4 Enhanced RQFN 
N e t w o r k Model No. of misclassified MSE for training set 
patterns of training set • “ 
GMCRQFN with FSCL 1 6 . 2 5 x10一2 
GMCRQFN with feature map 2 4.54 xlO"2 
MFFNN with 6 hidden nodes 5 6.07 xlO" 
Table 4.3 Comparison of recognition errors 
and MSE for training set in test 2. 
•�Test 3 (Multi-cluster) 
In this test, a GMCRQFN is being tested on the multi-cluster problem. The condi-
tions is same as test 1 except the training set shown in Figure 4.15. Note that Cla^s 
Co just forms one cluster but Class ^ forms four clusters. In fact, we should use 
one RQFN to capture C0 instead of Ch. But we use GMCRQFN to capture Ch to 
d e m o n s t r a t e the capability of GMCRQFN in case of multi-cluster problem. 
Figure 4.16 shows the output response and Its contour when FSCL are used in 
p h a S e 1. Figures 4.17 is the case of feature map used as the clustering algorithm in 
phase 1. The case of MFFNN is shown in Figure 4.18. Those figures show that the 
GMCRQFNs and MFFNN can tackle multi-cluster problems. Table 4.4 summarizes 
the MSE and the number of recognition errors for the training set. 
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Figure 4.15 Distribution of training patterns. 
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Figure 4.16 Output response and its contour of GMCRQFN 
as FSCL is used in phase 1 of learning. 
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—. -Figure 4.17 Output response and its contour of RQFN 
as feature map Is used in phase 1 of learning. 
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Figure 4.18 Output response and its contour of MFFNN. 
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Chapter 4 Enhanced RQFN 
N e t w o r k Model No. of miscla^sified MSE for training set 
patterns of training set . 
GMCRQFN with FSCL 0 1.54 xlQ"4 
GMCRQFN with feature map 0 7 , 4 4 x l Q 
MFFNN with 6 hidden nodes 0 5 ' 5 4 x l Q 
Table 4.5 Comparison of recognition errors 
and MSE for training set in test 3. 
Test 4 (Parity—3 and Parity-4) 
L a s t l y ) GMCRQFN is assigned to tackle the parity-3 and parity—4 problems. As a 
comparison, the high order nets [15, 16] and the MFFNNs [4] are also trained to solve 
the problems. 
For the problem of parity-3, there are just one fuzzy OR node and two RQFNs, 
connected to the fuzzy OR node, in the GMCRQFN. The reason for using 2 RQFNs 
i s that there are 4 patterns which we want the GMCRQFN to capture in the parity-3 
problem. If we assume that each RQFN can capture 2 out of 4 patterns, then 2 
RQFN is enough.7 The number, of learning cycles is 200 ( 1800 ) in phase 1 ( phase 
2 ) for the m o d i f i e d RQFN network. The learning rates of GMCRQFN is same as 
test 1. The number of layer and the number of hidden nodes are 1 and 4 respectively 
i n the M F F N N . In the high order net, all third, second, and first order terms of the 
input are fed into the network. The learning rate and momentum of MFFNN and 
high order net are 0.9 and 0.7 respectively. The decrease rates of MSE for those 
models are shown in Figure 4.19. The MSE at the end of training for those models 
is summarized in Table 4.6. 
In ca^e of the problem of parity-4, there are also just one fuzzy OR node in the 
GMCRQFN and four RQFNs are connected to the fuzzy OR node. The reason for 
^The rea.orr for making this assumption is that in XOR problem, one RQFN can efficiently 
capture two patterns. 
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u s i n g 4 R Q F N is s a m e a s t l ie case p a x i t y - 3 . T h e n u m b e r of l e a r n i n g cycles a n d 
learning rate is same as the case of parity-3. The number of layer and the number of 
hidden nodes are l and 8 respectively in the MFFNN. In the high order net, all fourth, 
third, second and first order terms of the input are fed into the network. The learning 
rate and momentum of MFFNN and high order are same 肪 the case of parity-3. The 
decrease rates of MSE and MSE at the end of training for those models are shown in 
Figure 4.20 and Table 4.7 respectively. 
MSE Plot For parity-3 problem 
0.30-| I 
I hj^er order net 
. . .X i^w^wuowociwww OMORQFN I 
0.25-…！…… ,,..,,.4..,,.. MFFNN 
- g V \ : : . 
° - 0 0 i ~ 一 ~ 2000 
Number of Learning Cycles 
Figure 4.19 Comparison of rates of learning for parity-3 problem. 
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MSE plot for parity"4 problem 
— GMCRQFN 
high order net 丨 
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Figure 4.20 Comparison of rates of learning for parity-4 problem. 
Network Model MSE 
GMCRQFN 7.92 xlO-4 
high order net 1.51 xlO"3 
MFFNN with 4 hidden nodes 7.73 x 10—4 
Table 4.6 Comparison of MSE for parity-3 problem. 
Network Model MSE 
GMCRQFN 9.67 xlO—4 
high order net 8.22 x 10-3 
MFFNN with 8 hidden nodes 5.37 x lO - 2 
"'•
 ;
 ' .， . . . . . . . . . ‘； ‘ . 、. * 广 
- • •. .. ) • 「 • • ； . . 
Table 4.7 Comparison of MSE for parity-4 problem. 
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Conclusions 
F r o m the results of above tests, it caii be observed that GMCRQFN can efficiently 
handle the cases of multi-cluster and form complex decision boundaries. 
In parity-3 and parity-4 problem, the performance of GMCRQFN is similar, in 
MSE sense, to that of high order net and better than that of MFFNN. Moreover, 
c o m p a r i n g w i t h t h e case of M F F N N , t h e i m p r o v e m e n t in t h e r a t e of l e a r n i n g ( d e c r e a s e 
rates of MSE ) of GMCRQFN is dramatic. 
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Conclus ion 
• . • ‘ ‘“ •• * > • , . . . . . , . . ‘ . . • . . . * •,； 
In this thesis, we have presented ail alternative implementation of the quadratic 
function neuron (QFN) on the basis of coordinate transformations. 
As any high dimensional rotation can be basically constructed from a series of two-
dimensional plane-wise rotations, a new. functional block named as 2-dimensional ro-
tation block (2DRB) is introduced. Therefore, a n-dimensional rotation block can be 
implemented based on a number of 2DRBs. Borrowing the idea from classical com-
munication systems，two methods of implementing 2DRB in hardware are proposed. 
The rotation quadratic function neural network (RQFN) based on 2DRBs was 
developed from 2DRBs. It offers a number of merits over the QFN. In particular, the 
fan-in of a RQFN is just equal to n, in contrast to Q + 2n in the original architecture 
of QFN, and the RQFN itself has no cross-connection within its architecture, where 
n is the number of input features. The reduction in fan-in is significant when the 
number of features is large. Small fan-in of RQFN only produce small cross-count 
when RQFNs are used in second layer of a neural network. These merits of the 
RQFN facilitate VSLI implementation. Also, the parameters of a RQFN directly 
describe underlying class statistics of the training samples, and the shape of decision 
boundary formed by the RQFN. Hence, apriori information can be incorporated into 
the network to reduce the training time of the network. Comparison of RQFN and 
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QFN are summarized in Table 5.1. . � . � . ： 
“ “ 一 R Q F N QFN 
Fan-in n C^-\-2n ；' 
parameters directly describe do not directly describe . 
the shape of the boundary the shape of the boundary 
priori information can be fed into it cannot be fed into it 
Time complexity 3n + 卩og2(n + 1)"| + 3 2 n 
Delay n + 3 1 
Table 5.1 Comparison of RQFN and QFN. 
As one RQFN can only solve a simple two-class problem, two new neural network 
models (MCRQFN and GMCRQFN) which function as classifiers are developed based 
on RQFNs to tackle the cases of multi-class and multi-cluster. The cross-count of 
MCRQFN and GMCRQFN has a relatively small cross-count since RQFNs are used 
in second layer. According to layer structure of RQFN itself, delay being a main 
drawback of our models is introduced. 
Simulation results show that the performances of MCRQFN ( RQFN is just a 
special case of MCRQFN ) and GMCRQFN are comparable to that of conventional 
approaches and the GMCRQFN can tackle the multi-cluster problem and form com-
plex boundaries. 
In this thesis, we have demonstrated a new class of neural networks, which func-
tion as classifier，on the basis of 2DRBs. Further applications of 2DRBs are in the 
fields of associative memories [32, 33，10] and transform coding [34] since rotation 
transformation plays an important role in these fields. 
.• ' .' ‘ ； . • • ... • •‘ • ; ‘ ‘ 
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